Introduction: Uncertainty exists in radiotherapy delivery due to daily patients set up errors resulting in a difference between planned and delivered dose. The conformal radiotherapy requires reduced margins around the clinical target volume (CTV) with respect to traditional radiotherapy technique and hence these positioning errors are accounted in CTV-PTV margin calculations. The primary aim of this study is to evaluate the set up errors and find out the optimum safety margins for the anterior and lateral fields of pelvis in the patients of cancer cervix treated with 3DCRT by four field box technique. The secondary objective was to study the adequacy of safety margin using the dosimetric and volumetric DVH data.
INTRODUCTION
Accuracy and reproducibility of patient's position is the fundamental to the successful delivery of radiation therapy. However, in radiotherapy uncertainty exists due to daily patients set up errors resulting in a difference between planned and delivered dose. Many authors have studied the patients set up errors associated with conformal pelvic radiotherapy and have revealed the existence of significant [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] errors in positioning of patients.
The conformal radiotherapy requires reduced margins around the clinical target volume (CTV) with respect to traditional radiotherapy technique and hence these positioning errors should be accounted in CTV-PTV margin calculation. Many studies recommend a set up verification protocol and the use of immobilization device to reduce the positioning 1, [3] [4] [5] [6] [11] [12] [13] [14] errors.
The calculated CTV-PTV margin should allow adequate coverage of tumor volume thereby Original research article acquired using Varian aS500 flat panel electronic portal imaging device (EPID) (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA). For every patient weekly portal images were acquired using three monitoring unit (MUs) & these portal images were compared with the reference DRR images.
For evaluating the patients set up error, reproducible bony landmarks were defined as recommended by Royal College 11 of Radiologists. The defined bony landmarks were pelvic brim for X (Left to right) displacements and pubic symphysis for Z (Superior to inferior) displacements in Anterior-posterior portal images. The anterior border of S1 vertebra for Y (Anterior to posterior) displacements in lateral portal images was identified as bony landmark.
For the purpose of demonstration and analysis right sided, anterior and superior were coded as positive shifts and left sided, posterior and inferior were coded as negative shifts. As demonstrated by radiation oncologist the displacements of the bony landmark was measured relative to the isocenter. To avoid the inter observer error, all measurements were carried out by the same medical physicist and all the measurements were checked and verified randomly by radiation oncologist. To verify the accuracy of digital measurements, the graph sheets were manually overlaid on scaled portal images. The technique of verification of digital and manual measurements was taken from the study by Tejpal et al. in head and neck 13 radiotherapy.
Calculation of Systematic and Random Errors:
Individual and population based systematic and random error were calculated along the X (Left to right), Y (Anterior to posterior) and Z (Superior to inferior) direction. These were calculated according to the report by The Royal College of 
Calculation of CTV-PTV Margin:
Once the systematic and random error values were calculated population-based CTV-PTV margins were found out for all patients using the International Commission on Radiation Units and maximizing tumor control probability (TCP) and minimizing normal tissue complication probability (NTCP).
The primary aim of this study is to evaluate the set up errors and find out an optimum safety margin in patients of cancer cervix treated with 3DCRT four field box technique. Treatment Planning: Target volume delineation Gross Tumor Volume (GTV) and Clinical Tumor Volume (CTV) was done by Radiation Oncologist. Planning Tumor Volume (PTV) was taken as 1cm from the CTV. Multileaf Collimators (MLC) were used to shield the normal tissues outside the PTV. Three Dimensional Conformal Radiotherapy (3DCRT) plan with four fields (Anteriorposterior, Posterior-anterior and two laterals) were generated. A total dose of 50.4 Gy with 1.8 Gy per fraction was prescribed to the isocenter with the goal of covering the PTV volume more than 95% of the prescribed dose, while restricting the maximum dose to 107% of the prescribed dose. A pair of orthogonal (Anterior-posterior and rightlateral) digitally reconstructed radiograph (DRRs) was constructed. These DRR images served as the reference images and were exported from the Treatment Planning System (TPS) to Treatment Console System (TCS), together with the approved treatment plan.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

This
Portal Imaging and displacement measurements:
After patient positioning, an orthogonal pair (Anterio-posterior and right-lateral) of double exposure portal images was (Fig-1) . Figure 1 .1 gives the displacements in the LR direction, Figure 1 .2 in the AP direction and Figure 1 .3 in the SI directions. The mean displacement was +0.15 mm (range -7.9 to +8.1mm); -1.18 mm (range -7.3 to +7.3mm); and +0.77 mm (range -9.9 to +8.2 mm) in LR, AP and SI direction respectively.
In LR direction, 50% of the set up errors were ≤ 3mm, 33% were > 3mm to ≤ 5 mm, 12% were > 5mm to ≤ 7 mm and 5% were > 7mm to ≤ 10 mm. In AP direction, 47% of the set up errors were ≤ 3mm, 33% were > 3mm to ≤ 5 mm, 16% were > 5mm to ≤ 7 mm and 4% were > 7mm to ≤ 10 mm. In SI direction, 34% of the set up errors were ≤ 3mm, 32% were > 3mm to ≤ 5 mm, 25% were > 5mm to ≤ 7 mm and 9% were > 7mm to ≤ 10 mm. No set-up error was >10 mm in any of the directions. (Table-1 ).
Systematic and Random Errors:
The systematic error calculated was larger than the random error. Further, the systematic error was larger in SI direction than in LR and AP direction (Fig.-2) . 
DISCUSSION
Cancer Cervix patients are routinely treated by external beam radiotherapy to the pelvis followed by brachytherapy. With the advancement in technology the pelvic beams are conformed to the shape of CTV and PTV to reduce normal tissue reactions. To reduce set up margins from conventional to conformal it is necessary to understand the daily set up errors. These set up errors may be systematic and random errors.
The systematic error is the deviation that occurs in the same direction and of similar magnitude for each fraction through the treatment course. This may be due to the target delineation error or change in target position and shape between delineation and treatment (tumor regression, bladder and bowel changes).
The random error is the deviation that can vary in direction and magnitude for each delivery fraction. This may be due to patient set up error changes in target position and shape between fractions or during fractions (like breathing). systems, patient comfort and departmental protocols.
Random errors are influenced by immobilization technique
Our study attempts to evaluate the patients set up error to calculate the set up margins, and to estimate the effect of set up errors on the dose distribution in receiving 3DCRT for cancer cervix. Set up measurements were done by comparing the DRR images as the reference images with the portal images using bony landmarks. Though we haven't use automatic anatomy matching software to calculate set up errors, the reliability of the technique is maintained by comparing the digital measurements with manual measurements and randomly cross checking the measurements by a radiation oncologist.
Our data shows set up errors were large in SI direction. Set up error ≥ 5 mm were 18% in RL direction, 20% in AP direction and 35% in SI direction (Fig.-1) . Set up errors may vary depending on the patient positioning methods, immobilization techniques, patients comfort, treatment 5,7,9- machine uncertainties and QA procedure followed. 12, 14, 15, 18 Due to these reasons set up errors and the calculated safety margins are not the same for all the institution.
Many authors have recommended mathematical formulae for generating CTV-PTV margins. ICRU 62 recommends a margin which is calculated by a quadratic combination of both random and systematic uncertainties 15. However studies show that the dosimetric consequences of systematic and random geometrical uncertainties are [11] [12] [13] 16, 17, 19, 20 fundamentally different.
Stroom et al in their study have suggested that systematic geometric misses will cause under dosing of the same part of the CTV for every fraction of the treatment, whereas random deviation will cause under dosage in different part of the CTV for every fraction. Using coverage probability matrix and DPH Stroom et al calculated the CTV-PTV margin recipie (2∑ + 0.7σ) to ensure that on average 99% of the CTV receives on the average at least 95% of the prescribed dose.16,19 A similar study by Van Herk et al calculated the margin recipie (2.5∑ + 0.7σ) to ensure a 17 minimum dose of 95% to 90% of the patients.
In our study, the CTV-PTV margin was calculated based on the systematic and random errors using Stroom et al margin recipie. The systematic error calculated was larger than the random error (Fig 2) . These results reveal that the immobilization device was successful to a reasonable level at reducing random errors and the large systematic error is suspected to be due to the difference in couch tops in CT and treatment room, and the indexing of the immobilization device to these couch tops.
The systematic error was larger in SI direction than in LR and AP direction (Fig 2) which may be due to the difference in bladder filling status. During simulation and treatment, patient positioning is done by aligning the localization lasers with respect to the lateral tattoo markers on the immobilization device and the anterior skin marks. Ideally patient positioning and anatomy during treatment should be conformed to that on simulation. However, due to the difference in bladder filling the anterior skin mark may move superiorly or inferiorly with respect to the true isocenter. Aligning this shifted skin mark to lateral tattoo markers may result in a shift of the true isocenter, therefore resulting in both systematic and random error in SI 12 direction. This agrees with the work by Rudat et al whose work showed the largest systematic error to be in the SI direction in pelvic radiotherapy.
This shift of true isocenter resulting in larger systematic and random error in SI direction may also influence the set up errors in AP direction. However, in our study the systematic and random error in AP direction was smaller when compared to that in RL and SI direction which was considered due to the setting of the isocenter using 'couch height set up' method. This agrees with the work by Vanlin 21 et al who showed the couch height set-up method was found to reduce the systematic and random errors in the AP direction compared to the traditional laser setup method.
Systematic and random errors reported are comparable to the results published in the referenced studies of gynecological patients.It is important to note that the most of the published results are from advanced institutions and may not indicate variations applicable to an average, busy department (Table 5 ).
Though our study did not account for organ motion we have tried to come with more reliable results by comparing DVH data's of CTV for non-simulated and simulated plans. In dosimetric parameters we focused on D99%, to ensure the calculated safety margin is adequate. Though D99% was decreased in all simulated plans, it was at least 95% of the prescribed dose in all plans. 
CONCLUSION
The set up errors may vary from institute to institute depending upon their protocols influencing directly the systemic and random errors. These errors help in defining the safety margin for the clinical target volumes. In our present study we found the safety margin of 1cm to be adequate for all the patients undergoing pelvic radiotherapy.
